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Summary
Masonry heritage structures are often affected by slow irreversible dete-
rioration mechanisms that can jeopardise structural stability in the fore-
seeable future. Static structural health monitoring (SHM), aimed at the
continuous measurement of key slow-varying parameters, has the poten-
tial to identify such mechanisms at a very early stage. This can greatly
facilitate the implementation of adequate preventive and remedial mea-
sures which can be critical to ensure that such structures are preserved for
generations to come. However, since monitored parameters usually ex-
perience reversible seasonal variations of the same order of magnitude as
changes caused by active mechanisms, identification of the latter is often
a difficult task. This paper presents a fully integrated automated data anal-
ysis procedure for complete static SHM systems utilising dynamic linear
regression models to filter out the effects caused by environmental varia-
tions. The method does not only produce estimated evolution rates but
also classifies monitored responses in pre-defined evolution states. The
procedure has successfully been used to identify vulnerable areas in two
important medieval heritage structures in Spain, namely the cathedral of
Mallorca and the church of the monastery of Sant Cugat.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
A large number of the established cultural heritage sitesworldwide are made ofmasonry and the common
responsibility to safeguard them for future generations is nowwidely recognized. Althoughmany of these
old buildings prove their structural soundness by surviving to the present time in relatively good condi-
tion, many have suffered from considerable damages caused either by natural or man induced events
throughout their history. In order to ensure their survival, an accurate evaluation of their current struc-
tural condition is often of paramount importance. However, recurrent uncertainties regarding material
properties and the complex interaction among structural elements often makes the evaluation of their
structural safety challenging, despite recent advances in structural analysis, inspection, testing and mon-
itoring techniques.
Structural health monitoring (SHM), which aims to gain knowledge of the integrity of in-service struc-
tures by monitoring damage sensitive features, can prove to be a very useful tool to better comprehend
underlying causes of damage in structures. This is particularly true for heritage structures since the ex-
traction of a comprehensive set of samples for laboratory testing is often not feasible due to the heritage
value of the structure. Moreover, excessive extensive interventions are undesirable in such cases due to
the need to respect authenticity and “a correct diagnosis is [thus] indispensable for a proper evaluation of
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safety and for rational decisions on any treatment measures to be adopted”1. Data from SHM can thus
prove to be extremely valuable, particularly when ongoing deterioration mechanisms are still present.
In general, monitoring strategies to be applied can be categorised as static or dynamic. Dynamic
monitoring is oriented to the characterisation and control of dynamic properties such as natural frequen-
cies, mode shapes and damping ratios2–7. Static monitoring is aimed at the continuous measurement of
slow-varying parameters over a long period8. Due to the slow progression of parameters of interest and
because the data is largely influenced by seasonal cycles, monitoring periods of at least 2 years are usually
required for meaningful conclusions to be derived from the data when it comes to static monitoring. In
fact, due to the inability of commonly used analysis techniques to consider several factors and quantify
uncertainties related to the analysis, longer monitoring periods are often required to establish a satisfac-
tory level of confidence on resulting conclusions. Although recent research has focused more on data
analysis for dynamic monitoring9–14, presumably due to the fact that this monitoring strategy enables
the extraction of useful information about the structure as a whole in a short time period, it must be said
that masonry heritage structures are most often affected by slow ongoing deterioration mechanisms that
are not easily identifiable. As such, static monitoring appears to be particularly appealing.
Since unreinforced masonry is characterised by a very low tensile strength, cracking is probably the
most common pathology visible in masonry structures of the built cultural heritage. Because structural
integrity can be impaired if cracks remain active, crack monitoring has emerged as one of the most impor-
tant basic parameters in long-term heritage SHM systems15. Since lateral displacements or rigid rotations
of key elements can also severely compromise structural performance, the inclination of such elements
and distances between them are the other structural parameters that are most often also of interest.
In the case of static SHM, it is essential to remove any anomalies present in the data that are not caused
by a physical phenomena related to structural behaviour before any further analysis can be carried out.
These often appear as ”spikes” in sensor data16 and can originate from several sources such as capacitive
or inductive noise in the analog signal path, communication errors17 or undesired external interactions
with the sensor. The initial interpretation task then involves the identification of either a stationary or an
evolutionary condition from the recorded data of each monitored response. Although this might appear
simple in theory, in actual practice it proves to be difficult18, given that features monitored for their
sensitivity to damage are also sensitive to changes caused by environmental and operational conditions.
In fact, it can even be said that this is a major issue prohibiting the extension of SHM technologies to
structures in operation in the real world19.
Nevertheless, there exists a number of data normalisation techniques that can be used to separate
measurements relevant to structural damage from those associated with the environmental variation of
the system20. In fact, there are several examples of static monitoring systems applied to masonry cultural
heritage structures as shown in Table 1.









Santa Maria del Fiore (Opera del Duomo system)21;22 1955 54 22 No
Santa Maria del Fiore (ISMES system)21;22 1987 20 150 No
Basilica of San Marco23 1991 3.5 23 No
Metropolitan Cathedral in Mexico City24 1994 10 38 Yes
Basilica S. Maria Gloriosa dei Frari23 2003 3.6 11 No
Cathedral of Modena25 2003 9 22 No
”Regina Montis Regalis” Basilica of Vicoforte26 2004 10 133 No
Monastery of Jerónimos27 2005 9 10 Yes
Roman Arena of Verona28 2011 > 4 24 Yes
Church of the Major Seminary of Comillas29 2012 5 67 No
* Minimum number of monitoring years (as reported in literature).
As shown, some recent static SHM systems have also been used in conjunctionwith ambient vibration
testing (AVT) and/or dynamic monitoring. Examples of structures where such systems have been used
include the monastery of Jéronimos in Lisbon27, the Roman Arena28 and the stone tomb of Cansignorio
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della Scala30 in Verona as well as the Anime Sante church in L’Aquila31.
Many of the above-mentioned investigations have relied on two basic procedures for the analysis and
interpretation of the data collected from the staticmonitoring system. The first ofwhich involves carrying
out a simple linear regression from the recorded evolution of structural parameters such as crack widths
and inclinations (response variables). If an underlying trend is found, the slope of the trend line allows the
rate at which the phenomena in question is progressing to be estimated. The second procedure involves
examining the correlation between temperature variations and the evolution of each response variable.
In certain cases21;23, analyses have attempted to remove the underlying periodicity present in crackwidth
evolutions by examining the autocorrelation function of the signal and subtracting a sinusoidal function
containing the signal’s main period. Although it is true that a periodic sinusoid component fitted to the
data is likely to contain the main seasonal behaviour, this theoretical formulation does not explicitly ad-
dress the effect that measured environmental parameters (predictors) such as temperature or humidity
have on the variation of monitored structural parameters. As such, careful implementation is required
to avoid components not necessarily caused by seasonal variations from also being removed from the
original signal during this processing step. Moreover, in this era of climate change, seasonal variations
are becoming less predictable. Therefore it can no longer be assumed that their effects can always be
accurately modelled by a regular periodic function.
In order to provide a systematic way of dealing with seasonal changes, a simple method based on the
evaluation of reference quantities was proposed18. In fact, this method can be considered as one aiming
to solve the well-studied problem of identifying directionality from a time series, whereby directionality
is defined as asymmetry in time32. As such, although it has been successfully applied to analyse data
in a few heritage structures18;33, like many methods developed to detect directionality in other fields of
study34, it cannot explicitly consider the effect of measured predictors on the response parameters.
Some authors have intentionally searched for methods that do not require the measurement of en-
vironmental variables, arguing that with approaches having this requirement, all factors influencing the
parameters of interest must also be monitored and understood in order to have reasonable confidence in
any model prediction capability35. As a consequence, a method based on finding a stationary linear com-
bination among monitored responses, known as cointegration, has been successfully applied to eliminate
the adverse influence of environmental changes from dynamic SHM datawhilst maintaining sensitivity to
structural damage35. However, although such combinations can often be found between two identified
natural frequencies, the local nature of response variables in static SHM systems means that finding such
combinations can be difficult. Recently, an enhancement of the cointegration approach has been pro-
posed making it more suitable to confronting cases when nonlinear relations between system responses
exist9. However, since it is based on a Bayesian machine learning approach known as Gaussian process
regression, it requires a training period that does not contain any data corresponding to damage9. In
fact, this is also a requirement of many other sophisticated analysis methods that have been applied to
damage detection in the presence of environmental variability from dynamic SHM data. These include
negative selection10, other machine learning techniques11;19 as well as those based on linear and kernel
principal component analysis (PCA)12;13;36 or on the Mahalanobis squared-distance14. This is a difficult
requirement when it comes to static SHM systems for masonry heritage structures since the damage
phenomena of interest very often relate to very slow and long processes which have begun long before
any decision on monitoring could be taken. Moreover, for such cases, previous studies have shown that
temperature is clearly one of the most influential environmental factors contributing to the seasonal vari-
ations of the local response parameters being monitored. As such, since temperature monitoring can
easily be included in any modern monitoring system with very little additional cost, the current research
will focus on a method which takes advantage of measured predictors.
One of the simplest approaches which explicitly takes measured environmental variables into consid-
eration was used for filtering out the effect of temperature from crack widths monitored as part of the
static monitoring system in the dome of Santa Maria del Fiore22. The method attempts to remove the pe-
riodicity of the response variable caused by the predictor by simply subtracting the corresponding effect
from the identified general linear trend found between the two. A key assumption behind this method
is that a linear relationship exists between the selected structural and environmental parameters even
if this is not always an adequate representation. Moreover, it can be assumed that due to the thermal
inertia of the material, among other factors, the crack width at any point in time will in fact depend not
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only on the current temperature but also on previous ones. Another limitation of this method is that only
a single predictor can be used to filter out the environmental variability of the response variable.
Nevertheless, meaningful conclusions on the state of the structure in question could still be derived
from the data of all the previously mentioned static monitoring systems. Indeed, these examples show
that static SHM can prove to be a powerful tool with respect to the diagnosis of heritage structures. It
must be said however, that in every case, expertise and previous experience of the interpreter still play a
vital role in the ability to draw conclusions from the processed data. Moreover, most of the procedures
that have been applied to the analysis of data from static SHM systems of heritage structures provide no
means of adequately quantifying the uncertainties or understanding the confidence levels associated to
the estimated trends.
Utilising statistical black box models could prove to be an appealing alternative to remove the effects
of environmental factors on measurements since they can exploit a large number of observations to re-
construct dependencies between recorded parameters. In particular, dynamic linear regression models
able to represent response variables when they depend linearly on their own rate of change, on the rate
of change of predictors as well as on the present value of the predictors appear to be ideal. Although
there exists some examples37–39 which make use of such models to filter out environmental effects on
the evolution of natural frequencies extracted from dynamic monitoring systems, application to static
SHM systems has been very limited. In fact, one of the only examples available in literature involves
application to the monitoring of a crack on frescos present in Battuti Hall of Conegliano cathedral40. In
this case, a Single Input-Single Output (SISO) model that comprehends an Auto-Regressive output and
an eXogenous input (ARX) was used. Unlike the case of simple linear regression, the dynamic nature of
these regression models mean that they are well suited to model complex environmental effects such as
those due to thermal inertia.
Although the quality criteria presented in previous research37;40;41 can facilitate the choice of ade-
quate ARX model orders, a systematic methodological procedure for the implementation of such models
to the analysis of data from complete masonry heritage static SHM systems is still missing from litera-
ture. Moreover, to the best of the authors knowledge, Multiple Input-Single Output (MISO) ARX models
incorporating both interior and exterior temperatures as predictors have not yet been applied to the case
of static SHM systems. Utilising such models could theoretically allow the identified models to better
represent the environmental variability imposed on the response variables since they would be able to
incorporate effects caused by thermal gradients. In addition, it should also be noted that despite the the-
oretical advantages of this method over some of the more traditional analysis techniques, application to
large data sets from whole networks of sensors in complex heritage structures is still lacking in literature.
It is only through such applications that a well-defined systematic procedure can be developed to move
from the analysis results to the diagnosis of the structure as a whole.
As such, the current researchwork aims to develop a holistic automated procedurewhich includes not
only steps on how to implement ARX models to filter out environmental variability for entire static SHM
systems installed in masonry heritage structures, but also steps to facilitate the interpretation of results
from such analyses towards the overall diagnosis of the structure being monitored.
Before presenting the proposed analysis methodology, a series of simple and intuitive methods that
have previously been applied to analyse data from static SHM of masonry heritage structures are pre-
sented. Every methodology described is then applied to data from two case studies, namely the Cathe-
dral of Mallorca (monitored from 2003 to 2008) and the church of the monastery of Sant Cugat close to
Barcelona (ongoing monitoring since 2017). A comparison of the outcomes that can be derived from the
proposed procedure to those obtained from themore intuitivemethods presented is also carried out. The
results reveal that the proposed automated data analysis procedure can greatly facilitate the prognosis
of masonry heritage structures.
2 | PREVIOUSLY APPLIED DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES
2.1 | Linear and nonlinear regression of time-series
The most intuitive analysis methodology applied to static SHM involves fitting each data set to a linear
trend line using ordinary least squares regression, as shown in Figure 1. The slope of the identified trend
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line is then used as an estimate of the evolution rate of the structural parameter in question. Although this
method has been used successfully in the past to assess ongoing damage mechanisms in several heritage
structures22;24;31;42, it can easily be biased by asymmetry caused by the position of the monitoring period
in relation to seasonal cycles. Moreover, since it involves fitting a straight-line to an evolution which is
clearly not linear, it provides no means of assessing the quality of the fit.
Amore appropriate approach to the problem involves evaluating the underlying trend of each response
variable after subtracting a sinusoidal function containing the signal’s main period. Several methods can
be used for identifying such a sinusoidal function. In the context of this research, a method previously em-
ployed for analysing data from the static SHM system installed in Mallorca cathedral from 2003 to 2008
was employed. The method makes use of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm43 to solve the nonlinear
least squares problem of fitting the data from each sensor to the following nonlinear function comprising
of a periodic component (A sin (Pt − ϕ)) and a linear one (Bt + C).
y = A sin (Pt − ϕ) + Bt + C (1)
Where y is the monitored structural parameter of interest, t is time while A, P, ϕ, B and C are unknowns
found using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Note that A, P and ϕ
P
correspond respectively to the
amplitude, period and phase shift of the periodic component of the function while B and C correspond
respectively to the slope and y-intercept of the straight line component.
Hence, after the fitting procedure, the evolution of each response variable is modelled by a nonlinear
periodic function, as shown in Figure 1. The resulting value of B from Equation (1) is then an estimate of
the evolution rate of the monitored structural parameter after removing the identified sinusoidal compo-
nent containing the signal’s main period.
F IGURE 1 Linear and nonlinear periodic model fitted to data. An estimate of the first intersection point of the data with the
fitted linear trend is shown in the figure.
However, it must be said that as with many nonlinear fitting algorithms, the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is susceptible to converging at a local minimum rather than a global one. Hence, particularly
when dealing with large data sets acquired over long time periods, adequate convergence was found to
rely heavily on setting appropriate initial estimates of the unknown parameters. In this case, a good initial
estimate of the amplitude can be obtained directly from the datawhile themain period can be expected to
relate to the duration of a tropical year (approximately 365.24 days44). Initial estimates of the remaining
parameters can be obtained using results from the linear regression procedure. A summary of adequate
initial estimates for all the unknown parameters in Equation (1) is given in Table 2.
As shown, the initial value of the coefficient related to phase shift relies on an estimate of the position
of the first intersection point with the straight line fit. This was obtained by subtracting the identified
linear trend from the raw data and identifying the first two points between which there was a change
of sign. Linear interpolation between these two points provided an estimate of the time to the first
intersection point. In order to avoid intersection points caused by higher frequency fluctuations not
representative of the seasonal period, this procedure was carried out after removing higher frequency
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components from the data using a multi-level wavelet decomposition with Symlet Wavelets45;46. An
example of the estimated intersection point is shown in Figure 1.







, where yi refers to the vector containing all the values of the response variable
recorded over the whole monitoring period.
P P0 = 2π365.242 , if the 24 h day is used as the base unit of the duration vector.
ϕ ϕ0 = P0× Estimated position of the first intersection point of data with straight line fit (see Figure 1)
B B0 = Slope of trendline identified from linear regression
C C0 = y-intercept of trendline identified from linear regression
A significant improvement of this method compared to linear regression lies in the fact that it attempts
to model the actual nonlinear behaviour of the response variable. Selected metrics can thus be used to
assess the quality of the fit and to reject trend estimates when the nonlinear periodic model cannot
represent the evolution of the structural parameter. Two simple metrics were found to be particularly
useful for this purpose. The first one being the well-known coefficient of determination (r2)47, which
ranges from 0 to 1, with a value closer to 1 indicating a better fit. Based on results from the case studies
forming part of this research, it is recommended to dismiss evolution rates when the method yields a
coefficient of determination lower than 0.6. The other useful metric was found to be the percentage by
which the final identified period differs from 365.24 days. The rationale being that since seasonal cycles
rely on the movement of the sun, if the periodic component is to represent them, it should have a period
close to the duration of a tropical year. As such, if the final identified period is found to differ by more
than 25% from 365.24, the estimated evolution trend should be rejected.
Despite this improvement, the method still fails to explicitly asses the effect that measured environ-
mental parameters have on the measured structural parameters. As such, the estimates can be signifi-
cantly biased by underlying trends or irregular changes in environmental parameters. Once again, this
makes it difficult to decide which thresholds reflect an actual evolutionary or stationary condition.
2.2 | Preliminary evaluation of correlation with monitored environmental parameters
It is clear that variations of environmental parameters, notably changes in temperature, are the root cause
of reversible seasonal changes experienced bymost masonry structures. Since some of these parameters
can easily be monitored, taking advantage of such measurements to filter-out their effect from the evolu-
tion of structural parameters can definitely provide an improvement on the method presented in Section
2.1.
Before attempting any procedure using actual measurements of environmental parameters, it is impor-
tant to determine which ones have the greatest influence on the evolution of each response. This can be
achieved by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient47 (RX,Y ) betweenmeasured environmental and
structural parameters. This coefficient can be understood as a normalised version of covariance between
two random variables and hence represents a dimensionless measure of their linear dependence. It can
vary between -1 and +1 with absolute values closer to unity indicating a better correlation. The sign of
the coefficient indicates the type of correlation. A negative sign means that an increase of one parameter
leads to a decrease of the other while a positive one signals the opposite. Hence, following this prelimi-
nary evaluation, monitored environmental parameters showing the strongest influence on structural ones
can be chosen for the subsequent analyses presented in the following sections.
2.3 | Filtering environmental effects using linear regression with selected predictors
One method which explicitly considers measured environmental parameters (predictors) relies on the as-
sumption that their effect on responses can be represented by a perfectly linearmodel. The two unknown
parameters of such a model can be identified through simple linear regression between recorded values
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of each response and the chosen predictor as shown in Figure 2. Due to the simplistic nature of the
assumed relationship, it is clear that effects caused by structural mechanisms of interest can influence
the identified linear models. Hence, one can argue that using data only from a single seasonal cycle for
the regressions will provide the most suitable models. On the other hand, since the relationship between
some predictors and responses change over several seasonal cycles, it can also be argued that data from
the entire monitoring period can better represent their dependency. Hence, models are identified for
both cases (listed below) and the results are then compared. In fact, the differences between them are
used in the proposed classification procedure to evaluate the evolutionary state of monitored responses.
1. Linear filter (i): Linear regression between selected predictor and response variable using data from
the entire monitoring period.
2. Linear filter (ii): Linear regression between selected predictor and response variable using data only
from a full calendar year (this period will hereafter be referred to as the estimation phase).
F IGURE 2 (a)Example of linear regression between crack width expansion and temperature over whole monitoring period.
(b)Example of linear regression between the monitored span of an arch and temperature over an estimation phase of one year.
Following the regression procedure, measured values of each selected predictor are substituted into the
corresponding linear model to simulate changes of the structural parameter caused by the environmental
one. Since variations experienced by structural parameters can be considered as the result of a series of
phenomena, the actual measurements of the latter are then filtered by simply subtracting the simulated
effect, as shown in Figure 3. Estimates of the underlying annual evolution rates (ERlin(i) and ERlin(ii)) are
then obtained by carrying out simple regressions of these filtered residuals.
F IGURE 3 Filtering of temperature effect based on identified general linear trend. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article)
A significant advantage of this method when compared to the previous two is that it explicitly uses
measured predictors and hence allows an assessment of how well each linear model can predict the
relationship between environmental and structural parameters using common error metrics. In fact, if
the residuals are assumed to be normally distributedwhen no significant structural mechanism is present,
a prediction interval representing a specific level of confidence can be obtained based on the dispersion
of residuals. This can prove extremely useful for the interpretation of results since it is expressed in the
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same units as the monitored structural parameter.
3 | PROPOSED ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Although it is clear that simple linear models can provide a good representation of the relationship be-
tween environmental and structural parameters (Figure 2(b)), in many cases, it fails to represent the rela-
tionship adequately (Figure 2(a)). One of the main reasons for this is the fact that the simplistic nature of
the model cannot take into consideration certain effects influencing the system it aims to describe, such
as those due to thermal inertia.
Hence the proposed automated data analysis methodology developed as part of this research con-
sists of two parts. The first part aims to improve upon the method presented in Section 2.3 by exploiting
dynamic regression models to describe the relationship between selected predictors and structural pa-
rameters more reliably. The process can be applied to a complete SHM system and includes a procedure
for estimating model orders that are best suited for system identification, as well as provisions to deal
with irregularly sampled and missing data.
The second part of the methodology aims to facilitate the interpretation of the predicted evolution
rates after the filtering process. This is achieved by classifying the state of each monitored structural
parameter based on the evaluated underlying trend and the level of uncertainty associated to the models
describing its relationship with selected environmental parameters. Since the linear models described in
Section 2.3 are clearly adequate for certain cases, the classification procedure also takes advantage of
predictions from this method. Hence, a preliminary step to the proposed data analysis procedure involves
carrying out all the analysis methods presented in Section 2.
3.1 | Filtering environmental effects using dynamic statistical models (ARX models)
The procedure of utilising ARX models for evaluating any underlying trends present in response vari-
ables involves selecting suitable model orders by adopting some quality criteria. The coefficients of the
ARX models can then be estimated using QR factorization48 based on measurements collected during
an estimation phase. In order for the model to capture most of the reversible components caused by
environmental effects during a complete seasonal cycle, the estimation phase should ideally span at least
1 full year. Once this model has been estimated and validated, it can be used togetherwith data collected
after the estimation phase to simulate responses based on measured predictors. The residuals obtained
by subtracting the simulated behaviour from its recorded counterpart then allows changes related to ir-
reversible structural damage to be distinguished from reversible ones caused by varying environmental
conditions.
As its name suggests, anAuto-Regressivewith eXogenous input (ARX) model utilises measured values
of past outputs together with those of past and current or delayed predictors to describe the dynamics
of a system. The single-input single-output (SISO) form of the ARX model has the following structure:
̂y(t) + a1y(t − 1) + ... + anay(t − na) = b1xenv(t − nk) + ... + bnbxenv(t − nb − nk + 1) + e(t) (2)
Where ̂y(t) is the predicted response at time t, e(t) is the white-noise disturbance value, na and nb are
the auto-regressive and exogenous orders of the ARX model, and nk is the delay. Specifically, na and
nb refer respectively to the number of past samples of the response and predictor variables used for
identification and nk is the number of samples of the predictor variable that occur before the predictor
starts influencing the response. Hence y(t − 1)...y(t − na) refer to the previous responses on which the
current one depends, while xenv(t−nk)...xenv(t−nb−nk+1) refer to the previous and delayed predictors
on which the current response depends. The multiple-input single-output (MISO) form of an ARX model
has the same structure as that described by Equation (2) but with additional parameters to incorporate
any number of additional predictors. Therefore, for each new predictor incorporated in the model, a new
exogenous order and delay has to be specified.
The first step of the filtering procedure involves selecting which measured environmental variables
will be used as predictors for the representation of the dynamic system as an ARX model. Two possible
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candidates that are commonly monitored as part of SHM systems are temperature and relative humidity.
It can be expected that temperature will have the greatest influence on the evolution of the response
variable. Since relative humidity measurements were available in addition to temperature ones for one of
the case studies forming part of this research, the results from the preliminary evaluation of correlation
described in Section 2.2 were compared. Indeed, the results reveal that for every monitored structural
parameter, the linear correlation is stronger with temperature than with relative humidity. In fact, for
almost every response investigated as part of the two case studies, the dependency on temperature is
clearly visible when examining daily fluctuations. Hence, SISO ARX models with temperature as the sole
predictor constitute the most basic ARX model that should be identified for every monitored response.
If temperature is recorded at more than one location (for instance in the interior and at the exterior of
the structure), the data from the temperature sensor showing the greatest Pearson correlation coefficient
with the response should be used as the predictor in the SISO ARX model.
Recent years have been marked by a significant increase in the ability of modern computers to exploit
large amounts of data for system identification. As such, in addition to the SISO ARX models described
in the previous paragraph, the proposed data analysis methodology also incorporates the use of MISO
ARX models to filter out seasonal variations when multiple suitable environmental parameters are mon-
itored. Naturally, the decision of which environmental parameters to include in the models has to be
addressed. It is undeniable that the presence of moisture in the masonry fabric can significantly alter its
mechanical behaviour49–51 and hence influence the response of structures. However, the design of an
adequate acquisition protocol for the monitoring of parameters representative of the water absorption
phenomena can be a challenging task, particularly for large complex masonry structures52. Some authors
have attempted to include measured relative humidity on-site as a predictor in a MISO ARX model in
an attempt to filter out moisture related effects from natural frequencies being monitored through a dy-
namic monitoring system38. Although it was clear that water absorption had a notable effect in this case
due to observed changes of the natural frequencies at the beginning of rainy seasons, the inclusion of
this predictor provided no improvement in the model’s ability to describe the environmental variability.
This can be attributed to the fact that measurements made by humidity sensors on the exterior of walls
actually reflect the level of moisture in the air and not in the masonry. For this reason, the proposed
methodology does not include MISO ARX models with relative humidity as a predictor, even if it is good
practice to monitor it in most SHM systems. However, it was envisaged that temperature gradients be-
tween interior and exterior temperature could significantly influence the dynamics of the system. Since
both are often recorded as part of modern SHM systems, it is recommended to utilise MISOARX models
that incorporate both as predictors to characterise the environmental influence on the evolution of mon-
itored structural responses. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology can be extended to include any
monitored environmental parameters causing reversible variations of structural responses such as the
moisture content in the masonry or the level of water in the foundation soil. The latter can be monitored
with piezometers and the former could possibly be monitored by humidity sensors placed at different
locations both along the thickness of masonry walls and at different levels of the structure53. However,
it should be noted that in some cases, particularly for masonry structures with an interior leaf made of
lime concrete, moisture diffusion can produce a redistribution of stresses over several centuries54 which
can even be the root cause of a slow irreversible deterioration mechanism. Similarly, changes in water ta-
ble levels can sometimes cause significant differential settlements over long time periods resulting in the
activation of a progressive damage mechanism55;56. Under such circumstances, it would be undesirable
to include these monitored parameters as predictors in the MISO ARX model at the filtering stage since
the trends they induce can be essential for an accurate diagnosis of the structure.
Once predictors to be used in the ARX models have been selected, the next step of the procedure
involves extracting data from the estimation phase. This represents the data set for which the errors
between the model output and the measured response will be minimised. In most cases it is perfectly
adequate to take data collected during the first complete year as the estimation data. However, if there
are significant periods for which data is missing during the first year of monitoring, it is recommended to
consider any period lasting one year which has the least amount of missing data as the estimation phase.
It is key to adequately condition the estimation phase data before carrying out any system identi-
fication. Besides converting raw signals from sensors to meaningful physical units and removing clear
anomalies, another procedure which can be useful to implement involves resampling the data. This is
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particularly useful to reduce the computational cost of system identification in cases for which the data
is sampled at a high rate. Since the damage phenomena of interest typically progresses slowly over many
years, if the SHM system samples data at intervals shorter than an hour, noticeable savings in terms of
computational cost can be achieved by increasing the sampling interval to an hour without any signifi-
cant loss of accuracy in terms of the predicted evolution rates. Naturally, after using the ARX models to
simulate the environmental effect, the data will have to be upsampled back to the original sampling rate
so that the residuals can be computed from the measured values of the response variables in the same
way they were for the method described in Section 2.3. Upsampling is a lossless procedure and hence
straightforward application of spline interpolation57 can safely be used for this purpose. However, for the
downsampling procedure, great care has to be taken to prevent aliasing and avoid distorting the original
signal excessively. To prevent aliasing, a lowpass anti-aliasing filter should be implemented before the
resampling procedure. The question then arises as to which interpolation method will prove to be both
robust and accurate in representing the original signal. Three different methods were tested as part of
this research: Linear interpolation using 2 neighbouring points as well as piecewise cubic58 and spline
interpolation57, both of which use 4 neighbouring points. Linear interpolation resulted in the smallest
maximum and mean errors for data from all the 16 sensors tested. In every case, the mean error was
several orders of magnitude smaller than the minimum resolution of the sensor and the maximum error
smaller than the greatest daily variation experienced by the sensor. As such, it was concluded that using
linear interpolation for downsampling is most adequate. Although most modern data loggers will accu-
rately provide data at a uniformly sampled rate, analysing data collected frommore archaic systems could
create a need for system identification from irregularly sampled data. Since such data is not easily handled
by discrete-time model identification techniques59, it is recommended to resample the data to a uniform
rate using the same procedure described in this paragraph before carrying out system identification in
such cases.
A particular characteristic of ARX models is that the equation error is modelled as being a zero-mean
white process with unknown variance60. In fact, the noise model is coupled to the identified parameters
of the response variable and hence the only unknown parameter related to noise that needs to be solved
for during the identification process is the variance of the noise term. Although this means that the
noise and the dynamics of the system cannot be modelled independently, the simplicity of the scheme
creates no stability problems in optimal predictors and allows unbiased estimates of the parameters by
means of least squares. However, it is crucial to remove the mean from both the response and predictor
data before carrying out system identification to avoid an offset term in Equation (2). In fact, it is good
practice to normalise the input and output data for this system identification task41. Therefore, for each
estimation data set, the result after removing the mean should also be divided by the standard deviation.
It is important to store both the means and the standard deviations, since it is instrumental to transform
all the identified ARX models back to the engineering units of the original data.
Before carrying out system identification using the normalised data sets, a choice needs to be made
on the delay to be specified. If the environmental and structural parameters are acquired simultaneously,
it is perfectly adequate to simply assume a delay of 0 in most cases. This is particularly true when the
environmental parameter is temperature, as is the case for the recommended ARX models for the static
SHM case. However, in some cases, the model could benefit from a short dead time occurring before
the first predictor it uses to simulate the current response. In order to evaluate the most suitable delays
for each response, the proposed procedure includes a quick delay estimation computation based on the
comparison of ARX models with orders of 8, evaluated for different delays spanning from 0 to 48 hours.
As can be expected, out of the 44 ARX models estimated for the case studies (28 SISO and 16 MISO
models), the delay estimation computation suggested that a delay of 0 was most appropriate for most
of the cases. Moreover, only delays of up to 12 hours were suggested for the 12 cases for which it was
deemed that a dead time would be suitable.
The last step remaining before estimating the parameters of the ARX models involves specifying ap-
propriate auto-regressive and exogenous model orders. In essence, these control the duration in the past
that is considered by eachmodel to predict responses since it defines the number of past samples used for
prediction. Choosing the right combination ofmodel orders is no straightforward task but this can greatly
influence the quality of the final models. For instance, it is likely that responses being significantly affected
by a structural mechanismwould benefit more from a higher auto-regressive orderwhile those influenced
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by complex environmental phenomena would benefit more from higher exogenous model orders. Hence,
a systematic procedure was developed as part of this research to select suitable combinations of model
orders for each response from a pre-defined range. The procedure involves dividing the estimation data
of each response equally to form an estimation and a validation subset. Models for each of the structures
defined by the pre-defined range are then estimated using the estimation subset. The loss functions are
then computed for these models when applied to the validation subset. The loss function (V) refers to the
error that is minimised by the least-squares method during system identification. As shown by Equation








Where N is the number of measurements, k is the time step and ek are prediction errors defined as the
measured response minus the predicted one.
Following the computation of loss functions, the structure resulting in the lowest error when applied
to the validation data set is specified for each response. The parameters of these models with known
structures can then be estimated using all the data from the estimation phase. A significant benefit of the
order selection procedure is that it relies on loss functions computed on validation subsets and hence the
final ARX models already inherently include a process that helps ensure that they are useful not only for
the estimation data, but also for new data from subsequent phases of the monitoring period. However,
the task of defining the range of model orders that need to be tested still needs to be addressed. Since
it was expected that one of the main benefits stemming from the dynamic nature of ARX models would
be their ability to consider thermal inertia effects, an investigation was carried out on the required model
orders that would theoretically be able to encompass most of the effects of this physical phenomena. In
general, the thermal inertia of a building envelope causes two noticeable differences between external
and internal temperature fluctuations: a decrement of the amplitude and a time lag between the two61.
Previous research reveals that the duration of these thermal lags rely heavily on the thermophysical prop-
erties of wall elements and that lags of approximately 12 hours can be observed from experiments on
brick masonry walls with a thickness of less than 30 cm62. It can be expected that thermal inertia effects
will be substantially different in masonry heritage structures as they can be characterised by massive ex-
ternal walls that are often thicker than 1 m. Based on measurements from one of the case studies, most
of the time lags between external and internal temperature appear to last less than a day. However, in
some extreme cases, time lags lasting several days could be identified. Based on these observations, the
ranges listed in Table 3 were tested as part of this research. If the acquisition was made at a higher rate,
the estimation data was resampled to a sampling period of 1 hour.
TABLE 3 Ranges of ARX model orders tested using estimation data with a sampling period of 1 hour.
Corresponding duration [days] SISO ARX - model orders tested MISO ARX - model orders tested
Lower limit Upper limit Lower limit Upper limit Lower limit Upper limit
1 4 24 96 24 96
4 6 96 144 96 144
8 10 192 240 192 240
4 10 96 240 96 240
4 15 96 360 - -
5 20 120 480 - -
5 25 120 600 - -
The results from all the ranges tested reveal that it is important to specify a lower limit in the range to
prevent the model structure determined by the order selection procedure from being overly dependent
on only past responses or predictors. A lower limit corresponding to at least four days is recommended.
It was also found that specifying a larger range leads to more accurate final models even if the upper
limit of the range is unchanged. For instance, specifying a pre-defined range of 4 to 10 days yielded
more accurate models than specifying one of 8 to 10 days. Of course, the final range selected is largely
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dependent on the computational expense that can be spared but the maximum ranges listed in Table 3
are recommended for SISO models and MISO ones with 2 predictors.
Once the final models have been identified for each monitored response, they can be used to sim-
ulate the expected responses from new measurements of predictors. It is very important to highlight
the distinction made between simulation and prediction in the realm of system identification since one
of the greatest advantages of using ARX models for the analysis of static SHM systems stems from this
difference. It is clear from Equation (2) that both past responses and predictors are used to describe the
dynamics of the system. The data from both are therefore used during the estimation phase. However,
there are two ways of generating a model response: it can be predicted or simulated. Prediction involves
computing the model response at a particular point in time using values of measured predictors and past
responses. Simulation on the other hand, involves computing the model response using only measured
predictors. Effectively, this means that although the model is able to account for changes that are likely
due to structural mechanisms through the parameters associated to past responses, it is also able to ex-
clude those when computing the expected response by only using terms of the model that correspond
to predictors. This is ideal for the case of static SHM since it is often impossible to isolate a period of
time during which the relationship between environmental predictors and structural responses can be
considered as being completely isolated and free from effects caused by active structural mechanisms.
Any evolution trend is then estimated by carrying out a regression of the residuals obtained by subtracting
the simulated environmental effect of the responses from their measured values.
Two different goodness-of-fit measures were used to compare the effectiveness of the linear, SISO
ARX and MISO ARX models in representing the relationship between predictors and responses: the pre-
viously described coefficient of determination (r2) and 1.96 times the standard error of the estimate63
computed from the residuals (1.96σe). The latter can be interpreted as a typical distance of measured
data points from model predictions. It was chosen because it is used to define the 95% prediction inter-
val from a normally distributed sample and because it is in the same units as the responses. In all cases,
these were computed from the measured and simulated values of responses over the time period used
to estimate the model. As will be seen in Section 4, for almost all of the 28 responses monitored as part
of the two case studies, the ARX models were able to represent the environmental variation much more
accurately than the linear models.
3.2 | Interpretation of results
As a result of the analyses presented in Sections 2.3 and 3.1, an estimated filtered evolution rate is ob-
tained for each response variable. In fact, since these methods aim to directly model the relationship
between environmental and structural parameters, the standard error of the estimate computed from
residuals for each model over the estimation phase represents a certain level of confidence in the model’s
ability to predict variations of the response. Since suchmetrics are in the same units as the response, they
can be compared directly to evaluate the level of certainty associated to the estimated filtered evolution
rates. In order to provide a systematic way of doing so, the current research proposes a multi-step classi-
fication approach based on comparing results obtained from the methods presented in Sections 2.3 and
3.1 through a series of 5 logical tests (see Figure 5). Two key values obtained from the most extensive
ARX-based procedure used are employed in every test: the filtered annual evolution rate (ERARX) and 1.96
multiplied by the standard error of the estimate computed over the estimation phase (1.96σe−ARX). The
approach can be programmed so that in addition to the predicted rates, a label is automatically assigned
to each monitored response. Based on the outcomes of the tests, each response is classified in one of
the following four categories:
1. Stationary: Monitored parameters showing a clear stationary trend outside reversible variations caused
by environmental parameters.
2. Evolutionary: Monitored parameters showing a clear evolutionary trend outside reversible variations
caused by environmental parameters.
3. Apparently stationary: Monitored parameters showing a stationary trend but for which there still is a
rather large uncertainty associated to the estimation of the trend.
4. Apparently evolutionary: Monitored parameters showing an evolutionary trend but for which there
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still is a rather large uncertainty associated to the estimation of the trend.
5. Inconclusive: Monitored parameters for which no clear conclusion can be made on its evolutionary
state from the available monitoring data alone.
The first test of the classification procedure aims to identify responses which clearly show a stationary
trend. Since classifying a response as stationary when it is experiencing an active trend can have danger-
ous consequences, relatively strict conditions have been established for this test. Specifically, 1.96σe−ARX
must be lower than 5 times the minimum effective resolution of the sensors and 2ERARX (the estimated
evolution over two years) must be lower than 0.005 units. In addition to these two requirements, this test
includes another requirement based on the normality of the residuals. This stems from the understand-
ing of a truly stationary time-series as one that can be represented by a model with Gaussian errors34.
Hence, it can be said that if the residuals after the filtering process are normally distributed, the model
has been able to capture most of the environmental variability, and the response does not contain any
underlying trend caused by active structural mechanisms. Naturally, in order for this requirement to be
incorporated in an automated procedure, one has to quantify the degree of normality of the residuals.
There exist many different tests to verify if observations are from a normal population and most of them
rely on computing a test statistic and a critical value. The latter is usually dependent on the sample size
and a chosen significance level. The hypothesis that the sample belongs to a normal population is then
rejected or accepted based on the relationship between the test statistic and the critical value. In the
case of data from static SHM, the sample size is usually very large since it contains data sampled every
hour over several years. Moreover, the dynamics of the system are often very complex making it difficult
for anymodel to eliminate all reversible effects perfectly. As such, the sample set containing residuals will
almost always fail to satisfy most established normality tests irrespective of the chosen significance level.
Nevertheless, it is clear that in some cases, the residuals can be well represented by a normal distribution
(see Figure 4).
F IGURE 4 Empirical distribution of ARX Residuals for responses forming part of case studies. Values of the adapted Lilliefors
ratio for the case of static SHM is also shown. The colour of the sensor name relates to the final estimated condition according to
the proposed classification procedure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article)
Hence, a modified normality test based on the Lilliefors Test64 was developed for this purpose. As
is the case for the original test, the test-statistic (kstat) is computed by finding the maximum deviation
of the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) from the CDF of a normal distribution with the
same mean and standard deviation as the sample data set. The original test rejects the hypothesis of
normality if the test statistic is greater than the critical value. Hence the sample is said to be from a
normal distribution if the ratio of the critical value over the test statistic is greater than or equal to 1. In
contrast to the original test, the modified one proposes a fixed critical value of 0.005 and requires the
computation of an adapted Lilliefors ratio equivalent to 0.005
kstat
. These ratios computed for the residuals
obtained from the most extensive ARX-based procedures applied to the responses forming part of the
case studies, are shown in Figure 4. Based on these observed ratios, it is suggested that for the case
of static SHM, residuals that have an adapted Lilliefors ratio greater than 0.2 can be considered as being
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normally distributed. Hence, responses that satisfy this requirement togetherwith the first two presented
at the start of this paragraph can be considered as being stationary.
The second test aims to identify responses that clearly show an evolutionary trend. Hence, the esti-
mated evolution rate should be significant in comparison to the error associated to modelling the envi-
ronmental variation and this error should be sufficiently small. It must be noted that in certain cases, if a
structural parameter is particularly responsive to changes in environmental conditions, it can experience
large reversible variations. In such cases, even if theARXmodel is able to accurately simulate the seasonal
variations, the value of 1.96σe−ARX might still be significant in comparison to the minimum effective res-
olution of the sensor. In order to avoid penalising the accuracy of the model in such cases, a small value
of 1.96σe−ARX was defined as the maximum between 5 times the minimum effective resolution of the
sensor and 20% of the average maximum daily variation experienced by all sensors in the SHM system
measuring the same type of response. If the residuals satisfy this requirement and 2ERARX is greater than
1.96σe−ARX , the response is classified as evolutionary.
The subsequent tests are not as rigorous as the first two but intend to utilise most of the useful
information obtained from the various proposed analysis procedures to provide an informed estimate
of the condition of each structural response being monitored. The third test classifies a response as
apparently stationary if 1.96σe−ARX is less than 0.05 and 2ERARX is less than 0.4 × 1.96σe−ARX . Test 4
relies on three requirements to classify a response as apparently evolutionary: 1.96σe−ARX must be less
than 0.2, 2ERARX must be greater than 0.4×1.96σe−ARX and the Pearson correlation coefficient computed
between the response and relevant temperature records must be greater than 0.6. The rationale being
that a response is most likely evolutionary if its relationship with temperature can be well represented
by a linear approximation and the predicted trend after filtering out simulated environmental effects is
significant in relation to the error associated to this simulation. The final test relies on a comparison
between the estimated evolution rates from all methods attempting to directly filter out reversible effects
caused by measured predictors (ERlin(i),ERlin(ii),ERSISO−ARX and if applicable ERMISO−ARX). The test classifies
the response as apparently evolutionary if the estimated rates from all thesemethods agree towithin 25%
(normalised to the lowest evolution rate for each response) and if2ERARX is greater than 0.45×1.96σe−ARX .
A greater requirement is imposed on the evolution rate in comparison to Test 4 because there is less
physical meaning associated to this test. Although a response can satisfy both Test 4 and Test 5, Test 3
has been designed to be mutually exclusive from these two.
F IGURE 5 Procedure for interpretation of results after filtering effect of environmental variability.
The overall classification procedure is summarised in Figure 5. As can be seen, if Tests 1, 2 or 3 are
satisfied, the results related to that particular response does not undergo any further tests since it would
already have been assigned a label. If a response fails all tests, it is classified as inconclusive. One of
the main advantages of the classification procedure is that it can greatly facilitate how the estimated
evolution rates should be prioritised during the prognosis. Basically, the possible underlying mechanisms
related to responses classified as ”Evolutionary” should be investigated first followed by those labelled
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as ”Apparently evolutionary” that show the greatest ratio between ERARX and 1.96σe−ARX . Responses
labelled as ”Inconclusive” often require an extended period of monitoring in order to shed more light on
their actual state. Of course, longer monitoring periods will also help develop a greater level of certainty
on any diagnosis made from the data analysis, particularly if the cause of some estimated trends cannot
be explained.
4 | CASE STUDIES
The two case studies forming part of this research consist of medieval churches and cathedrals. Such
structures were usually built over very long time periods and still represent some of the most daring and
complex examples of masonry design. The first case study, the cathedral of Santa Maria in Palma de
Mallorca, was built progressively from the apse to the façade over a period of 300 years, from 1306 to
160065. The cathedral boasts grand proportions and presents many structurally audacious aspects. The
most daring of which probably is the slenderness of the columns2, reaching a ratio of 14.2 in some areas
while the value encountered in other Gothic cathedrals usually ranges from 7 to 966. For all these reasons,
it represents one of the most emblematic monuments of the Catalan Gothic Style. The second case study,
the monastery of Sant Cugat, is located in Sant Cugat del Vallès, Catalonia. Themonastery is composed of
a cloister and a church, with the latter being themain focus of the study. Themasonry structure at the site
today consists of various parts built over different time-periods, mostly from the mid-12th century to the
15th century. The interaction between different parts results in a complex overall structural behaviour,
adding to the difficulty of the diagnosis.
4.1 | Mallorca cathedral
4.1.1 | SHM system and results
Afive-yearmonitoring systemwas installed in the cathedral in 2003 to better understand the complex be-
haviour of the structure and to identify any active mechanisms possibly contributing to its deterioration.
In addition to temperature and humidity sensors, the system consisted of 6 convergence extensome-
ters monitoring changes in the distance between two points, four crackmeters monitoring changes in
crack widths and two inclinometers monitoring changes of inclination of key elements. The convergence
extensometers and crackmeters had a resolution of 0.01 mm while the inclinometers had an effective
resolution of 0.001°. Table 4 describes the location of every sensor monitoring a structural parameter
and the total duration of useful data collected by each one over the five-year monitoring period. The
predicted evolution rates from methods based on directly fitting time series to selected models are also
shown in Table 4. The location of the sensors together with the final estimated evolutionary condition
are also shown in Figure 7.
TABLE 4 Summary of structural sensors used in the SHM system installed in Mallorca cathedral and estimated evolution rates
from methods based on directly fitting time series to selected models.
Evolution rate [unit/year]
Sensor Location Years of data Type Units
Linear regression Nonlinear regression
C1 4th central transverse arch 1.2 Extensometer mm 0.17 -
C2 4th central transverse arch 4.9 Extensometer mm 0.05 -
C3 4th southern transverse arch 4.8 Extensometer mm 0.10 0.09
C4 4th northern transverse arch 3.7 Extensometer mm 0.12 0.06
C5 8th southern longitudinal arch 2.8 Extensometer mm 0.02 0.05
C6 8th northern longitudinal arch 4.2 Extensometer mm 0.07 0.06
FS5 Southern wall - 8th bay 4.2 Crackmeter mm 0.01 0.01
FS6 Southern wall - 8th bay 4.2 Crackmeter mm -0.05 -0.04
FS7 Central nave - 6th bay 4.2 Crackmeter mm 0.06 0.08
FS8 Central nave - 7th bay 4.2 Crackmeter mm 0.00 0.00
INC1 4th pillar (central nave - south) 2.3 Inclinometer ° 0.000 0.013
INC2 Interior main façade 1.9 Inclinometer ° 0.036 0.034
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The evolution rate predicted for convergence extensometer C1 from the periodic model was disre-
garded because the identified period varied by more than 45% from the duration of a tropical year. On
the other hand, that of convergence extensometer C2 was disregarded because it had a very poor corre-
lation with the data (coefficient of determination of 0.19) indicating that the evolution of the data could
clearly not be well represented by the nonlinear periodic model. Despite the greater sophistication of
the nonlinear model, it can be seen that the estimated evolution rates between these two methods are
in good agreement for certain cases, notably for convergence extensometers C3 and C6, for crackmeter
FS5 and for inclinometer INC2.
Before discussing the estimated evolution rates predicted by the methods presented in Sections 2.3
and 3.1, a comparison of how well the linear and ARX models are able to represent the relationship
between responses and predictors is presented in Figure 6. It is clear that the ARX models are better
suited to represent the environmental variation in almost every case.
F IGURE 6 Coefficient of determination (r2) and dispersion of residuals (1.96σe) between simulated and measured responses
in Mallorca cathedral.
The evolution rates estimated after filtering the simulated environmental effect using linear and ARX
models are presented in Table 5. The estimated condition of each response using the procedure described
in Section 3.2 is also shown in the table and illustrated in Figure 7.
TABLE 5 Comparison of estimated evolution rates for monitored structural parameters of Mallorca cathedral from methods
filtering out simulated effect of measured environmental parameters.
Estimate of annual evolution rate [unit/year]
Sensor Units
Linear filter (i) Linear filter (ii) SISO ARX filter
Estimated condition
C1 mm 0.123 0.163 0.056 Inconclusive
C2 mm 0.055 0.054 0.057 Inconclusive
C3 mm 0.081 0.088 0.077 Evolutionary
C4 mm 0.017 0.016 0.002 Inconclusive
C5 mm 0.007 0.003 0.014 Inconclusive
C6 mm 0.074 0.068 0.068 App. Evolutionary
FS5 mm 0.010 0.009 0.011 App. Evolutionary
FS6 mm -0.036 -0.036 -0.040 App. Evolutionary
FS7 mm 0.083 0.082 0.050 App. Evolutionary
FS8 mm 0.002 0.002 0.002 Stationary
INC1 ° 0.007 0.007 0.007 App. Evolutionary
INC2 ° 0.028 0.026 0.031 App. Evolutionary
The results indicate that the convergence extensometer placed across the southern transverse arch of
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the 4th bay is clearly experiencing an increasing trend of approximately 0.08 mm/year. The simpler meth-
ods considered also predict rates which are in good agreement with this. It can also be observed that the
crackmeter placed across a crack in the vault of the central nave in the 7th bay is clearly stationary outside
cyclic seasonal variations. Although there is a greater level of uncertainty associated to other estimated
trends, the apparent evolutionary trend shown by the inclinometer monitoring the inclination of the front
façade (INC2) deserves particular attention because despite being the sensor with the shortest duration
of useful data (1.2 years), it shows a significant trend after the effect of temperature has been filtered out
and the residuals from the models used for the filtering process have a relatively low scatter. In fact, it
very nearly satisfies the condition to be classified as ”Evolutionary” according to the procedure described
in Section 3.2. Once again, evolution rates predicted by simpler methods are also in good agreementwith
the final one. The trend exhibited by this sensor corresponds to an outward inclination of the façade.
F IGURE 7 Main outcomes from analysis of static SHM data of Mallorca cathedral. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article)
4.1.2 | Prognosis
The opening trend across the southern transverse arches of Mallorca cathedral has been addressed in a
previous study65 and can be attributed to a slow ongoing deformation caused by an unbalanced thrust
during the construction process. The study, based on a time-dependent finite element analysis able to
account for the creep behaviour of masonry, showed that the use of temporary ties during the construc-
tion process could clearly contribute to the structure’s stability. The model used to represent the creep
behaviour of masonrywas calibrated based on a deformation rate of 0.1 mm/year between 543 and 548
years after construction (corresponding to the monitoring period) and concluded that under such condi-
tions, this deformation would not have stabilised for a long period of time after construction. However,
the research did indicate that if the model was calibrated for lower deformation rates, it could be shown
that the phenomena would stabilise in a shorter time period.
The analysis of the monitoring data also reveals that the façade could be experiencing an outward
inclination. The structure has already historically faced problems related to the main façade since the
previous one was dismantled and reconstructed during the 19th century due to a worrying inclination.
In fact, the out-of-plumb of the previous façade is recorded to have increased by 10 cm from the mid-
17th century to the beginning of the 19th century. It should also be mentioned that a technical report
based on an inspection carried out by the Spanish Institute of Cultural Heritage in 201267 reports the
presence of transverse cracks across the vault of the main entrance. Such damage would be consistent
with problems related to the detachment of the façade. Moreover, an outward tilting of the façadewould
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also be consistent with the apparent evolutionary trends derived for the convergence extensometer C6
and the crackmeters FS5 and FS7. However, it must also be said that it is unlikely that the entire façade
is tilting outward as a rigid block because the magnitude of the estimated evolution rate is relatively high
and hence such a phenomenon would have become clearly visible at a much earlier stage. It is more
likely that only the upper part of the façade is experiencing an outward rotation with a rotating centre
at a height between sensors FS5 and FS6. This would also explain the apparent underlying closing trend
revealed for the crackmonitored by FS6. These observations suggest that the façade is still being affected
by an active mechanism and that further investigation could definitely shed more light on its true nature.
4.2 | Monastery of Sant Cugat
4.2.1 | SHM system and results
In order to investigate the root cause of several visible structural pathologies, a long-term static SHM
system consisting of 14 crackmeters, 2 inclinometers, 3 thermistors and 3 humidity sensors was installed
in the church of the monastery, as shown in Figure 9. Most of the sensors have been installed since
March 2017 except the two crackmeters placed beneath the rose window (installed in December 2017)
and the one placed in the lintel of the main entrance (installed in April 2018). In this case, the crackmeters
and inclinometers have minimum resolutions of 0.003 mm and 0.002° respectively. A summary of all the
structural sensors of the system is given in Table 6. Although the system is still actively collecting data,
the results presented in this paper were based on the data collected up to 22/06/2019. As such, Table 6
also shows the duration of useful data collected by each sensor up to this date.
TABLE 6 Summary of structural sensors used in the SHM system installed in Sant Cugat monastery together with the total
duration of useful data collected up to 22/06/2019 and estimated evolution rates from methods based on directly fitting time
series to selected models.
Evolution rate [unit/year]
Sensor Location Years of data Type Units
Linear regression Nonlinear regression
FS-1.1 2.3 Crackmeter mm 0.085 0.078
FS-1.2
Fourth aisle
2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.002 -0.001
INC-1.3 Bell tower 2.3 Inclinometer ° 0.000 -0.002
FS-2.5 Sacristy 2.3 Crackmeter mm 0.020 0.017
FS-2.6 2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.006 -0.004
FS-2.7 2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.001 0.000
INC-2.8
Lateral aisle (bell tower)
2.3 Inclinometer ° -0.007 -0.007
FS-2.11 Central nave 2.3 Crackmeter mm 0.077 0.029
FS-3.15 Central nave (exterior) 2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.028 -
FS-3.13 2.3 Crackmeter mm 0.012 -0.023
FS-3.14 2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.026 -0.052
FS-3.17
Lateral aisle (monastery)
2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.044 -0.055
FS-3.18 Apse 2.3 Crackmeter mm -0.006 0.006
FS-3.19 1.5 Crackmeter mm 0.062 0.112
FS-3.20
Interior front façade
1.5 Crackmeter mm -0.168 -0.229
FS-3.21 Lintel main entrance 1.2 Crackmeter mm 0.319 0.339
In this case, the evolution rate estimated by the periodic nonlinear model for FS-3.15 was disregarded
due to poor correlation with the measured data (coefficient of determination of 0.52). Once again, the
predictions from both methods are in good agreement for certain sensors, notably for INC-2.8.
As for the previous case study, a comparison of the errors between measured responses and those
simulated from linear and ARX models during their respective estimation phases was carried out in order
to evaluate the ability of each model type to represent the dependency of structural parameters on envi-
ronmental ones (see Figure 8). In this case, it is possible to see the added benefit of using both interior
and exterior temperature as predictors in the ARX models since the MISO models outperform the SISO
ones for almost all monitored responses despite the fact that they have lower model orders.
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F IGURE 8 Coefficient of determination (r2) and dispersion of residuals (1.96σe) between simulated and measured responses
in Sant Cugat monastery.
Before stating the main conclusions with respect to the diagnosis of the church’s structural condition,
the evolution rates estimated using methods described in Sections 2.3 and 3.1 as well as the evolutionary
states evaluated from the procedure elaborated in Section 3.2 are summarised in Table 7 and Figure 9.
TABLE 7 Comparison of estimated evolution rates for monitored structural parameters of Sant Cugat monastery from
methods filtering out the simulated effect of measured environmental parameters.
Estimate of annual evolution rate [unit/year]
Sensor Units
Linear filter (i) Linear filter (ii) SISO ARX filter MISO ARX filter
Estimated condition
FS-1.1 mm 0.072 0.072 0.073 0.077 App. Evolutionary
FS-1.2 mm 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 App. Evolutionary
INC-1.3 ° -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 Evolutionary
FS-2.5 mm 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.017 Evolutionary
FS-2.6 mm -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 0.000 App. Stationary
FS-2.7 mm 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Stationary
INC-2.8 ° -0.008 -0.008 -0.009 -0.010 Evolutionary
FS-2.11 mm 0.045 0.042 0.054 0.040 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.15 mm -0.037 -0.041 -0.040 -0.038 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.13 mm -0.023 -0.022 -0.025 -0.025 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.14 mm -0.038 -0.045 -0.045 -0.047 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.17 mm -0.048 -0.052 -0.047 -0.063 Inconclusive
FS-3.18 mm 0.004 0.004 -0.002 0.017 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.19 mm 0.033 0.036 0.038 0.099 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.20 mm -0.188 -0.191 -0.184 -0.156 App. Evolutionary
FS-3.21 mm 0.157 0.148 0.151 0.087 App. Evolutionary
The outcome of the analysis indicates that 3 of the monitored parameters are experiencing significant
evolutionary trends outside the cyclic seasonal variations: the inclination of the bell tower (INC-1.3) as
well as that of one of the pillars of the cimborio (INC-2.8) on the side of the bell tower towards the
south and the opening of the crack in the Sacristy. All methods filtering out the simulated effect of
environmental parameters predict very similar rates for these 3 trends. In fact for the inclination of the
pillar of the cimborio, which shows the greatest predicted rate out of the two inclinations, methods based
solely on fitting the time series to selected models also predict similar rates as those evaluated through
the more sophisticated approaches. The same can be said about the crack in the Sacristy. As will be
discussed in the next section, it is likely that these trends are being caused by the same phenomenon.
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F IGURE 9 Main outcomes from analysis of static SHM data of Sant Cugat monastery. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article)
The results also reveal that the monitored crack across the vault of the lateral aisle appears to be sta-
tionary. It is interesting to note that in both case studies, the monitored parameter showing the most
stationary trend corresponds to a crack in a vault. This is most probably due to the flexibility of vaults
in comparison to other stiffer structural members and hence their increased ability to deform without
suffering significant irreversible damage. It can also be seen that some of the monitored cracks in the
lateral aisle on the side of the monastery appear to be experiencing closing trends outside seasonal varia-
tions. Since cracks are inherently caused due to the material experiencing tensile stresses, closing trends
indicate that the behaviour of the structure has changed since the formation of the crack which initially
had to be opening. It is interesting to note that the highest evolutionary rates are predicted for cracks in
the interior of the front façade below the rose window. However, the magnitude of the observed trends
are comparable to that of the errors associated to the models used to filter out the effect of temperature.
4.2.2 | Prognosis
The first conclusion that can be made from the analysis of the monitoring data so far is related to the
effect of the bell tower on the rest of the elements. The measurements of the inclinometer on the wall
of the bell tower suggest an outward leaning trend of 0.002°/year outside seasonal variations. The fact
that the crack in the western wall of the sacristy appears to be opening at a rate of 0.017 mm/year is
consistent with this movement since this wall is intrinsically tied to the bell tower. It also indicates that
this outward rotation is most likely starting from a considerably low point (below the point at which the
crack is already opening in the sacristy). Moreover, it is likely that the observed outward movement of
the pillar supporting the cimborio is linked to this outward movement of the bell tower. All of these
observations are consistent with the history of the construction of the structure since most of it was built
in the 14th Century while the bell tower was only completed in the 18th Century, when an arch joining
the then incomplete bell tower and the cimborio was also dismantled. It appears that the addition of
this part of the structure is still having an active effect, even today. The bell tower has a total height of
approximately 40m and if this whole part was rotating outwards as a rigid block, the measured inclination
would reflect an outward leaning of approximately 1.4cm every 10 years at the top of the tower. In
fact, recent topographic and laser scan surveys of the bell tower’s geometry reveal that its southern and
eastern wall have inclinations of up to 1.5%68 corresponding to a net displacement of 52 cm from the
vertical position at the top of the main body of the tower (see Figure 10). This strengthens the findings
from the analysis of the monitoring data and suggests that a structural intervention could be required in
the future to prevent further deterioration due to this mechanism.
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F IGURE 10 Measured inclination of the bell tower of Sant Cugat68.
With respect to the apparently evolutionary trends observed for cracks in the lateral aisle on the
side of the monastery, these could possibly be caused by complex soil-structure interaction effects. In
recent years, a new drainage system around the church has been installed and could help explain some
of the closing trends observed for cracks next to the cloister. A longer monitoring period should help to
shed more light on the true evolutionary nature and cause of these trends. Finally, the magnitude of the
variations experienced by cracks below the rose window indicate that they deserve particular attention.
However, since these cracks have beenmonitored for a shorter period oftime and the fact that restoration
workswere being carried out on this part of the structure during the start of the monitoring period means
that an acceptable level of confidence cannot yet be associated to any of the observed trends. Once again,
an extended monitoring period is recommended before any suitable conclusions can be made on possible
mechanisms affecting this area.
5 | CONCLUSIONS
This research has presented an integrated approach for the data analysis of static SHM of masonry her-
itage structures. The proposedmethodologyutilises dynamic linear regressionmodelswhich can consider
multiple predictors to filter out the reversible seasonal variations experienced by most structural param-
eters of interest. These models are able to attribute components of a current response caused by past
ones when estimating the parameters of the model but can then disregard these components when sim-
ulating the effect only caused by environmental predictors. This is ideal for the case of static SHM since
active structural mechanisms of interest have often begun long before any decision on monitoring could
be made and it is thus impossible to define a period of time for which the relationship between struc-
tural and environmental parameters are isolated. In fact, the first part of the proposed method could also
be used to filter out environmental effects on the evolution of natural frequencies recorded by dynamic
monitoring systems. However, it is worth mentioning that in the case of masonry heritage structures,
rather than attempting to detect very slow deterioration mechanisms, the dynamic monitoring strategy
is most often oriented towards assessing the effectiveness of repairs, identifying significant changes in
boundary conditions or towards the early identification of more pronounced damage characterised by a
faster evolution rate. The nature of these objectives facilitates the application of several sophisticated
analysis procedures because it simplifies the task of defining an adequate training period. As a result,
several procedures including machine learning approaches, negative selection and principal component
analysis could prove to be more efficient for the analysis of data from dynamic SHM systems.
The static SHM strategy is clearly well suited to identify slow-varying underlying trends in each moni-
tored parameter. However, in most cases, cost and technical limitations only allow a very limited number
of parameters to be monitored at specific location points. As a result, it can be very challenging to ex-
tract general conclusions on the global structural response. Given this inherent difficulty, one of the
main advantages of the proposed methodology over previously applied ones is that it does not only pro-
vide estimated evolution rates of the monitored parameters but also evaluates their evolutionary state
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and classifies them accordingly. The classification is based on the estimated rates and the errors of the
models used to represent the relationship between structural and environmental parameters. This can
greatly help to identify areas that should be prioritised during the diagnosis of the structure and to extract
meaningful conclusions on the relationship between different monitored parameters. In addition, the en-
tire procedure can be fully automated and once implemented, can provide up to date analysis results as
the monitoring period increases. In fact, an extension of the current research would be to assess if the
trends of the residuals estimated after the proposed filtering of environmental effects change over longer
monitoring periods. If they do, using higher order polynomial models to describe the trend could reveal
whether or not a particular evolutionary state is stabilising or not.
The usefulness of the method has clearly been demonstrated through the application to two case
studies. In both cases, outcomes of the proposed automatic procedure helped to identify vulnerable
areas in important heritage structures. The results also reveal that simpler methods are often able to
predict evolution rates rather accurately. This explains why such methods have been used successfully
in the past for the accurate diagnosis of structures. However, such methods are not always accurate and
provide very little means of assessing the reliability of results, whereas the proposedmethodology is more
robust and gives clear indications related to the reliability of results.
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